
Image simulated for representational purpose only. **Actual Battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. Individual results may vary. Typical value tested under third-party 
laboratory conditions. Typical value is estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated minimum capacity is 4860mAh. Galaxy 
A23 is 5G ready. 5G Network availability and actual speed may vary depending on country, network provider and user environment. #Measured diagonally, Galaxy A23 5G main screen size is 16.72 cm in the in the full 
rectangle and 16.30 cm accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to rounded corners and the camera cut-out. *4/6/8 GB RAM models will support up to 4/6/8 GB of internal storage that can be 
used as virtual memory to improve app performance. Internal memory capacity may vary by country or carrier. ~Actual internal storage may vary. ***Snapdragon is a trademark / registered trademark of Qualcomm 
Technologies, Inc. and/or its affiliated companies. ^MicroSD card sold separately. Colours as per availability.

16.72cm (Full HD+, Infinity-V)#

Snapdragon 695***

5000mAh (typical)**

Rear Quad Camera,
50MP OIS Main

Memory upto 16GB with RAM Plus*

Storage upto 128GB~ & expandable upto
1TB with MicroSD card^.
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Image simulated for representational purposes only. *5G network availability and actual speed may vary depending on country, network provider and user environment. ~Snapdragon is a trademark / registered 
trademark of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its affiliated companies. **RAM and internal memory capacity may vary by country. ^MicroSD card sold separately.

On the next-generation mobile data network, the power of 5G fast speeds* 
changes the way you experience and share content - from super smooth gaming  
and streaming, to ultra-fast sharing and downloading.

5G. We’re already connected1

The Galaxy A23 5G combines Snapdragon~ mobile platform’s power with up 
to 4GB/6GB/8GB of RAM for fast and efficient performance for the task at 
hand. Enjoy 128GB of internal storage** and add up to 1TB more with 
MicroSD card^.

Amp up your performance2



Image simulated for representational purposes only. *Measured diagonally, the screen size is 16.72cm in the full rectangle and 16.30 cm accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded 
corners and the camera cutout. **Refresh rate may vary by application. Some certain applications or game interfaces may support less than 120Hz due to reasons like compatibility. #Colors as per availability. 5G network 
availability and actual speed may vary depending on country, network provider and user environment.

Take in more, all at once. The Galaxy A23 5G's 16.72cm Infinity-V Display* gives 
you room to see and do more. With FHD+ technology and a 120Hz refresh rate**, 
the content you see every day will look smoother and sharper.

Amp up your scrolling experience3

The Galaxy A23 5G's Ambient Edge design connects the camera with the 
matte finish on the rear for an iconic look. It comes in Peach, Light Blue and 
Silver colors# so you can choose which goes best with your everyday style.

Amp up your style4



Similar to human eyesight, the 5MP 
Ultra Wide Camera# sees the world 
with a 123-degree angle of view, 
adding more perspective to 
everything you shoot.

Capture your world on-the-go. With 
‘No Shake Cam’**, your Galaxy A23 5G 
records your videos more smoothly 
and captures finer details even in low 
light.

Image simulated for representational purpose only. *OIS: Optical Image Stabilization. Actual UI may be different. **‘No Shake Cam’ is a creative expression that signifies OIS feature that compensates for hand 
tremors/movement. #Ultra wide experience(photo/video) is supported for rear camera only. Results may vary depending on light or shooting conditions. 5G network availability and actual speed may vary depending on 
country, network provider and user environment.

The multi-lens camera on the Galaxy A23 5G takes photos to the next level. Get 
crisper, clearer shots with the 50MP OIS* Camera, expand your viewing angle 
with the Ultra Wide Camera, customize focus with the Depth Camera and get 
closer to details with the Macro Camera.

Amp up your clicks5

A. Shoot stable videos with
     No Shake Cam

B. Get the full picture with
     Ultra Wide Camera



Image simulated for representational purposes only. *Actual Battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. Individual results may vary. Typical value tested under third-party 
laboratory conditions. Typical value is estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated minimum capacity is 4860mAh. 
**Game Booster compatibility may vary by game. #Results may vary depending on light or shooting conditions.

The 2MP Depth Camera lets you 
adjust the depth of field in your 
photos. Adjust the background blur 
for high-quality portrait shots that 
make your subject truly stand out.

Amp up your power6 Game Booster gives you
the edge

7

The 5,000mAh (typical)* battery lets 
you keep doing what you do, for hours 
on end.
AI-Managed Battery Power
• From ‘Adaptive Power Saving’ to ‘App 

Power Management’
• Sleeping app management according 

to individual user patterns

With bokeh effect added to the 8MP 
Front Camera#, you can snap stunning 
selfies that feature more you and less 
background.

Go for the win. Game Booster** tracks 
your gaming patterns to optimize your 
device's battery life, temperature and 
memory, while blocking background 
activities and notifications so you won't 
lose focus.

C. Face. On the spotlight D. Front Camera,
     attention-grabbing selfies



Amp up your listening experience with Dolby Atmos8

Amp up you security9 A. Privacy Dashboard

Simply plug in your earphones to be transported to the middle of your music 
and movies. With Dolby Atmos*, you'll hear sound that's full, loud, and seems to 
surround you in the scene.

Image simulated for representational purpose only. *Dolby Atmos and the double-D symbol are trademarks/ registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. Galaxy Buds sold separately.

Grant access, monitor history, and 
manage sensitive data on the privacy 
dashboard.

Built into the phone's hardware and 
software from the start, Samsung 
Knox protects your phone from the 
minute it's turned on. Offering 
multi-layered security, it defends 
your most sensitive information from 
malware and malicious threats.



Image simulated for representational purpose only. *Availability of One UI features, apps and services may vary depending on OS version and country. Actual UI may be different. Galaxy Book and S-Pen sold separately.
Third party images/logos/marks as shown are registered images/logos/marks of respective third party's brand owners.

Keep your personal photos, videos, 
files, apps, and data safe in the fully 
encrypted secure folder.

B. Private Share

D. Your privacy protected

C. Unlock your phone
     with your fingerprint

Own something truly yours. 
Customize your Galaxy with One UI* 
5 and give your phone an edgy look 
to match your vibes. Create a 
bespoke tool that assists your tasks 
seamlessly and makes your favorite 
features readily accessible.

Securely share photos and videos , 
with block chain technology.

Amp up your experience
with One UI

10

With the fingerprint sensor built right 
into the power button, one seamless 
motion gets you into your phone.



Take over the sidewalk with your best 
friend. Buds Together* gives you the 
simple yet unbeatable experience of 
listening to songs together 
on-the-go.

Buds Auto Switching^ leads your ears 
to what you should be focusing on. 
When you're watching a movie on 
your tablet, an incoming call to your 
phone will be transferred seamlessly 
for you to pick up. Hang up and you’re 
right back where you left off.

Image simulated for representational purpose only. ^Auto Switch feature only available on Galaxy smartphones and tablets with One UI 3.1 or later. Certain devices and applications may not support Auto Switch. Galaxy devices must be 
logged in to the same Samsung Account to enable Auto Switch. Galaxy Book, Galaxy Watch, Galaxy Tab S7, S-Pen and Buds Pro sold separately. *For Music Share using Galaxy Buds, applicable models are Buds+, Buds Pro, Buds2, Buds Live 
and Buds2 Pro.

Amp up your galaxy experience11

A. Quick Share B. Samsung Heath (with a Galaxy Watch)

C. Effortlessly attentive D. Listen with your Buds Together

Wireless file sharing (including folder 
transferring) across different Galaxy 
devices with no internet connection.

‘Samsung Health’ analyzes your sleep 
habits to help you sleep better
You can measure your body 
composition and get tips from 
professionals on how to stay in shape.



Special Benefits

Click to know more

Samsung pay: the simple way

Secure, effortless and 
contactless payments

Samsung

Click to know more

Keep getting back from Samsung

Upgrade to the latest
Galaxy every year

Click to know more

Knox security locks in your privacy



With Samsung Care+ we will have you covered on accidental
damages for up to 2 years, so you can enjoy your Galaxy smartphones,

tablets or watches with utmost peace of mind.

Samsung Care+

We’ve got you
covered beyond the
standard warranty.

Covered with Care+

Samsung
genuine parts

Authorised service centre
repairs with

expert technicians

Hassle-free
claim process

Free pick-up from
your home 

Extended warranty
up to 2 years

Image simulated for representational purposes only. T&Cs apply. *Covers accidental physical & liquid damage (including screen) and technical or mechanical failure. Does not cover loss or theft of device. 
Does not cover devices with modified software or hardware.

Accidental damage
repair*



All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details.
Products shown herein are for representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly. 
For more information or for e-waste pick up, 

please call 1800 40 7267864 or 1800 5 7267864.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N. - U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.

Follow us
samsungindia            Samsungmobileindia              SamsungIndia            SamsungIndia
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Samsung
Members

Contact us

WhatsApp
1800 5 7267864

Live Chat




